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Artificial Intelligence 
in the Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry  

- Facts and trends -
„Our intelligence is what makes us human, and AI is an extension of that quality“ - this quote co-
mes from French computer scientist Yann LeCun, winner of the 2018 Turing Award. In our new 
arcoro INNOVATIONS, we would like to take a closer look at the innovation field of Artificial Intel-
ligence in the medical technology and pharmaceutical industry and uncover the background of 
this future-changing technology. 

The revolution in medicine through artificial intelligence in figures: 64% of decision-makers in 
companies from the healthcare industry are convinced that AI will fundamentally change the 
German and also international healthcare system. Already 30% of healthcare CEOs are using AI 
solutions and around 54% of people worldwide are ready to engage with AI and robotics in the 
context of health. Artificial intelligence is the key technology of the future, bringing both clinical 
benefits through improved patient care and economic benefits through billions of dollars in sa-
vings. If we compare the revenue figures generated by AI in healthcare worldwide, we can also see 
a rapid increase: while in 2020 around 4.9 billion US dollars were generated, forecasts calculate a 
global revenue of 45.2 billion US dollars in 2026.

Nowadays, artificial intelligence is no longer a fictional science fiction idea, but is finding favor in 
almost all industries and is being used in a wide variety of contexts and activities. But what exactly 
is artificial intelligence and what types are there? 

Artificial intelligence (AI) defines the ability of machines to perform different tasks based on al-
gorithms and to autonomously react appropriately to unknown situations. The behavior of AI is 
similar to human behavior in that it not only performs repetitive tasks, but is able to distinguish 
between success and failure and learn from this so that the behavior is adjusted accordingly the 
next time. A future goal of AI systems is to be able to think and communicate like humans.

Nevertheless, AI is a collective term that must be further subdivided: a distinction is made bet-
ween two basic types and four types of AI:

◊ Narrow / Weak AI: this type is limited to specific application areas and sub-areas in which it 
already approaches human intelligence and is often found in everyday life. The tasks to be 
performed include, for example, writing texts, systems for navigation or the individual display 
of advertisements. However, this type of AI is not capable of a deeper understanding of prob-
lem solving and only uses mathematical methods and computer science that was developed 
specifically for the respective application.

◊ Strong / General AI: this type of AI is also often referred to as superintelligence. The superin-
telligent systems are expected to not only reach human intellectual abilities, but also surpass 
them in the future. They are able to act on their own initiative, intelligently, flexibly, and in 
a solution-oriented manner without having solved the problem in the past. A fully mature 
superintelligence does not yet exist at the present time, but if it did, it would already be able 
to demonstrate logical reasoning and communicate in natural language, make decisions 
despite uncertainties, and use all its abilities in combination to achieve a higher-level goal.  
 

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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In addition to the division into weak and strong AI, it can also be differentiated into four types: 

NATURE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Weak  
AI 

Type 1:  
Reactive 
Machines 

 
Machines are capable of performing only one task for which 
they have been specially programmed.

Type 2:  
Limited 
Memory

Machines are able to apply collected data sets from the past to 
current events and incorporate them into decisions. 

Strong 
AI

Type 3: 
Theory of 
Mind

-exists so far only in theory
-machines are able to perceive and understand human emo-
tions and automatically adapt their behavior to them
-have a kind of memory and are able to expand their own pic-
ture of the world by means of what they have learned.

Type 4:
Self  
Aware-
ness

-also exists so far only in theory 
-comes closest to human consciousness and are able to fully 
perceive the world, understand emotions, intentions and reac-
tions and act accordingly 
-thinking independently = will approach or exceed human in-
telligence  

Artificial intelligence as an umbrella term encompasses various subfields and methods. These 
include  

◊ Machine Learning 

◊ Artificial neural networks 

◊ Deep Learning 

◊ Natural Language Processing 

◊ Knowledge Presentation

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical 
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In the future, technology will determine numerous everyday situations and will be able to signifi-
cantly change the health care system. Medical IT will bring significant advances, especially in the 
areas of prevention, early detection, therapy selection and remote monitoring. Experts also believe 
that the use of artificial intelligence in particular (52%), followed by sensors for continuous patient 
monitoring (49%) and innovations in cell and gene therapy (35%) will revolutionize the healthcare 
market by 2026. To date, AI has been used primarily in radiology, pathology, and image recogni-
tion. The principle followed is that the systems and algorithms used will continue to learn, and 
the higher the number of data collected, the more reliably and successfully the algorithms will 
work. Expectations are also being placed on the use of AI in the pharmaceutical industry. Here, it 
is hoped that it will support the acceleration of drug discoveries and developments. It is assumed 
that AI will contribute above all to clinical studies, to the improvement of drugs and to the faster 
detection of fraud attempts in drugs. 

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 
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Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 

Current main trends in the health sector:
1) AI and Big Data to improve diagnostics 

The combination of deep learning algorithms and Big Data represents an important role for the fu-
ture of modern diagnostics. Based on artificial intelligence, it should be possible to link different data 
sources, such as clinical studies, hospital information systems and sensor and or image data. This 
should make it possible to optimize and accelerate the treatment of diseases.

For diagnostics, this means that in the future, AI will be seen to evolve from purely visual image vie-
wing to analysis of quantitative image characteristics and their statistical correlation with genetic, his-
tological, laboratory chemistry and clinical data. This will significantly improve and expand the spec-
trum of possibilities and perspectives for diagnostics, as well as design of patient-specific therapies 
and prediction of therapeutic success.

An advanced example of this trend is the method of the Helmholtz Zentrum in Munich, which uses 
deep-learning algorithms to search for and analyze blood diseases. The method makes use of a data-
base created for the first time, in which around 170,000 individual images of more than 900 patients 
with various blood diseases are stored. The algorithm is to be trained and improved on the basis of the 
available data, and the time-consuming search for diseased cells is to be reduced in the future. 

2) AI as a tool for clinical trials 

Clinical trials are complex and time-consuming. Even the selection of suitable subjects for a study ta-
kes a lot of time and resources, and if there is an incorrect lineup, the process is drastically prolonged. 
By using machine learning, the design of a clinical trial can be accelerated and ensured by automati-
cally identifying and distributing suitable study participants. Algorithms are used to identify patterns 
that clearly distinguish suitable and unsuitable subjects in the pre-selection process. 

In addition, clinical studies contain a large amount of data, the allocation and evaluation of which is 
time-consuming. During study execution, patient data and results must be assigned specific medical 
codes and the data sets must be continuously updated. The pandemic, at the latest, highlighted the 
importance of rapid data analysis to drive new or modified drug development. 

AI is being used in this context to identify patterns from Big Data and show researchers the insights to 
draw appropriate conclusions and actions, such as developing a new Covid 19 vaccine. AI also assists in 
the pure updating of datasets and reliably speeds up processes by quickly and intelligently searching 
for appropriate medical codes in the datasets. Initial companies working with AI in the context of cli-
nical trials report that the AI applications have helped them reduce the number of times they search 
for medical codes by more than 70 percent. 
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3) Intelligent systems for drug development

Machine learning to assist in more efficient analysis in drug development. Drug development can be 
divided into four stages, all of which benefit from the use of AI: first, in identifying intervention targets, 
finding suitable drug candidates, generally speeding up clinical trials, and finding biomarkers for di-
sease diagnosis.  

Smart and personalized medicine is one of the top trends in healthcare and key to the optimal tre-
atment of numerous diseases. Using AI, it should be possible in the future to develop drugs that are 
specifically adapted to the genome of the respective patients. This would not only reduce the number 
of side effects, but also visibly increase the effectiveness and thus the success of the therapy.

4) AI as the basis for robotics

Another trend is becoming clear in the combination of AI and robotics in medicine. AI already provi-
des the basis for the development of nursing robots, robotic assistance systems or smart prostheses 
that will relieve and support nursing staff, doctors and patients in the future. In this context, AI can also 
be applied to training sessions for surgical procedures in combination with extended reality systems 
or to transmit and analyze data to the surgeon in real time in the operating room. 

A recent example and significant breakthrough in this trend was achieved by researchers at the Uni-
versity of Utah. The innovative „Utah Bionic Leg“ combines motors, processors and AI and promises to 
give patients with amputations the strength and mobility to perform natural movements naturally. 
The prosthetic leg‘s intelligent transmission system connects the electric motors to the robotic joints, 
allowing intuitive and effective control of the limb.

5) AI in radiology

In radiology, AI has long since ceased to be a pipe dream and has been successfully established in 
everyday clinical practice. Around 5-10 percent of radiology workflows are already supported by AI in 
an automated way, helping to achieve more accurate and faster results. Algorithms recognize disease 
foci and inspect each organ in an individual way, furthermore AI analyzes the scans, screens them si-
multaneously for deviations and position, as well as measures the size, based on which the AI systems 
create images or complete 3D visualizations, which relieve the physician of a multitude of work steps 
and facilitate the diagnosis. AI offers huge potential in the field of radiology when combined with 
human experience. 

The trend now is to develop the algorithms to cover more and more organs, more modalities and 
different radiology systems, and thus to broader applications. In the future, Siemens Healthineers‘ 
advanced Chest-CT will provide a follow-up function for patients with lung cancer. Until now, tumor 
monitoring and comparison over a period of time has been very labor-intensive and costly. With the 
help of follow-up, it is possible for patients to be scanned according to predefined grids while the AI 
ensures consistency via an exactly identical measurement setting, resulting in comparable images. 
The comparison function, where the algorithm measures the differences, was launched at the end of 
2022. 

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 
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6) Hybrid algorithms

AI opens up completely new possibilities for medical technology, from prevention and diagnostics to 
the treatment of diseases. So far, however, there is often the problem, especially in medical imaging, 
that there is a lack of sufficient high-quality data to train the algorithms. Especially in the medical and 
pharmaceutical fields, however, it is essential that artificial intelligence delivers accurate and reliable 
results. The more information and data available, the more complex the computation becomes and 
the more powerful computers are needed.

In this context, quantum computers offer outstanding potential: one expects a quantum advantage 
due to a more compact representation of the data in the quantum computer and due to quantum 
effects during computation. Nevertheless, quantum computers are currently still quite small and have 
only a few qubits and are also still very error-prone. Therefore, the focus is on so-called hybrid algorith-
ms, in which classical computers and quantum computers work together on problem solutions and 
only special computation parts are run via the quantum computer, which also benefit from its special 
properties.

In image recognition and thus also in radiology, classical Convolutional Neuronal Networks (CNN) are 
often used, but in the convolutional layer they only consider partial areas or image sections. At this 
point, quantum-classical CNNs can be optimally added, since they require only a few qubits and are 
also, to a certain extent, independent of the errors of the quantum computing hardware. If one then 
replaces the classical convolutional layer with quantum layers, it is possible to get by with significantly 
less training data and training parameters while achieving comparable or even better algorithm re-
sults. The results obtained so far give reason to hope that in the future QC-supported AI algorithms 
can be used reliably for medical diagnostics even with a small amount of training data. 

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 
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Gamechanger

COMPANY HQ FIELD OF EXPERTISE WEBSITE 

NVIDIA Corp. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.nvidia.com

Atomwise Inc. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.atomwise.com
BenevolentAI Ltd. UK • Drug Discovery www.benevolent.com
Aria Pharmaceuticals, Inc. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.ariapharmaceuticals.com
Deep Genomics, Inc. Canada • Drug Discovery www.deepgenomics.com
Exscientia, plc UK • Drug Discovery www.exscientia.ai
Insilico Medicine USA (NY) • Drug Discovery www.insilico.com
Cyclica, Inc. Canada • Drug Discovery www.cyclicarx.com
NuMedii, Inc. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.numedii.com
Envisagenics, Inc. USA (NY) • Drug Discovery www.envisagenics.com
Owkin Inc. USA (NY) • Drug Discovery www.owkin.com

Berg LLC USA (MA) • Drug Discovery www.berghealth.com
Schrödinger, Inc. USA (NY) • Drug Discovery www.schrodinger.com
XtalPi Inc. China • Drug Discovery www.xtalpi.com
BioAge Labs, Inc. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.bioagelabs.com
Verge Analytics, Inc. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.vergegenomics.com
Isomorphic Labs Ltd UK • Drug Discovery www.isomorphiclabs.com
Insitro, Inc. USA (CA) • Drug Discovery www.insitro.com
PharmAI GmbH Germany • Drug Discovery www.pharm.ai
Sartorius AG Germany • Drug Discovery www.sartorius.com
BioSymetrics, Inc. USA (NY) • Drug Discovery www.biosymetrics.com
Aidence B.V. The Nether-

lands
• Radiology www.aidence.com

DeepC GmbH Germany • Radiology www.deepc.ai
Siemens Healthineers AG Germany • Radiology www.siemens-healthineers.com
Behold.ai Technologies Ltd. UK • Radiology www.behold.ai
Nines, Inc. USA (CA) • Radiology www.nines.com
Enlitic, Inc. USA (CA) • Radiology www.enlitic.com
Sirona Medical, Inc. USA (CA) • Radiology www.sironamedical.com
Aidoc Medical Ltd. Israel • Radiology www.aidoc.com

Gleamer France • Radiology www.gleamer.ai
Ezra AI, Inc. USA (NY) • Radiology www.ezra.com
Mediare GmbH Germany • Radiology www.mediaire.de
Oxipit.AI Lithuania • Radiology www.oxipit.ai
Fuse-AI GmbH Germany • Radiology www.fuse-ai.de
Arterys, Inc. USA (CA) • Radiology www.arterys.com

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 

The rapid development and rapid technological progress in the field of artificial Intelligence (AI) re-
quires dynamic adaptations to the requirements and needs of the market. The following is a list of 
national and international companies that have established themselves in various AI application areas 
in the medical technology and pharmaceutical industry and/or are continuously driving innovative 
research approaches.
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http://www.deepc.ai
http://www.siemens-healthineers.com
http://www.behold.ai
http://www.nines.com
http://www.enlitic.com
http://www.sironamedical.com
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COMPANY HQ FIELD OF EXPERTISE WEBSITE 

Subtle Medical, Inc. USA (CA) • Radiology www.subtlemedical.com

MedicalValues GmbH Germany • Diagnostics www.medicalvalues.de
DeepCell, Inc. USA (CA) • Diagnostics www.deepcell.com
Nanox Co Ltd. Israel • Diagnostics www.nanox.vision/ai
Cleerly, Inc. USA (NY) • Diagnostics www.cleerlyhealth.com
InformAI, Inc. USA (TX) • Diagnostics www.informai.com
Qure.ai Technologies, Inc. India • Diagnostics www.qure.ai
Corti ApS Denmark • Diagnostics www.corti.ai
PMX, Inc. South Korea • Diagnostics www.pmx-inc.com
Viz.ai, Inc. USA (CA) • Diagnostics www.viz.ai
Mendelian UK • Diagnostics www.mendelian.co

Venn Biosciences Corp. USA (CA) • Diagnostics www.intervenn.com
Kheiron Medical  
Technologies Ltd. 

UK • Diagnostics www.kheironmed.com

Freenome, Inc. USA (CA) • Diagnostics www.freenome.com
Caption Health, Inc. USA (CA) • Diagnostics www.captionhealth.com
Cleerly, Inc. USA (NY) • Diagnostics www.cleerlyhealth.com
NeuralMed Brasil • Report generation www.neuralmed.ai
lexoro GmbH Germany • Report generation www.lexoro.ai
Amalfi Analytics s.l. Spain • Report generation www.amalfianalytics.com
DeepScribe USA (CA) • Report generation www.deepscribe.ai
Lynxcare Clinical Infrom NV Belgium • Report generation www.lynx.care
BeaconCure Technologies Israel • Report generation www.beaconcure.com
Arintra USA (TX) • Report generation www.arintra.com
BioVariance GmbH Germany • Report generation www.biovariance.com
Robin Healthcar, Inc. USA (CA) • Report generation www.robinhealthcare.com

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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Interview 
With the intention of gaining deeper and more personal insights into what is happening in the 
industry, we have made it our business to talk to industry experts to get their perspective and 
thoughts on key innovations in the medical technology and pharmaceutical industry and to ex-
plore the background. This time we had the opportunity to talk to Dr. Daniel Kapfer from lexoro 
GmbH. Learn more about NLP, RPA, crawler technologies, as well as future prospects and challen-
ges of the industry on the following pages.

Name: Dr. Daniel Kapfer  
Company: lexoro GmbH 
Field of expertise: AI in the MedTech & Pharmaceutical 
sector  
Job position: CEO 
In the company since: 1999

What is your vision at lexoro?

Our mission is to relieve experts in the regulated industries, with a special focus on the chemical, 
pharmaceutical and medical technology sectors, by relieving them of redundant work that can 
be performed by machines through our automation solutions. In this way, specialists can con-
centrate on more complex work, finding out and interpreting correlations, which machines have 
so far only been capable of doing to a small extent. This is exactly what we are trying to achieve 
in certain areas with a very strong focus. As a result, we try to understand as precisely as possible 
how the individual processes in the customers‘ various value chains work and which systems are 
used in order to derive how we can create real added value with modern technologies. Our vision 
is comparable to a digital quality assistant who takes over parts of the work that would otherwise 
have to be done additionally by an expert. 

What distinguishes your automation solution from others? What do you see as your USP?

Most of our customers always expect a product, but we don‘t see ourselves as a product provider, 
but rather as a solution provider. We use various technological components to focus on specific 
areas, for example, by analyzing text content and determining causal relationships between diffe-
rent entities. Working in a highly specialized and focused way is our USP. We are not broad-based 
like the big vendors, but focus on customized AI-driven projects to get more out of the data than 
just generating a report. Our intention is to develop a supportive assistance for quality manage-
ment. We do not sell a product that the customer has to adapt to, but speak the language of the 
customer, bring the know-how and understanding of their workflows and products used. This ma-
kes us unique in the market. Many suppliers take a generalist approach, whereas we specifically 
address the customer and their problems in order to find a suitable automation solution for the 
value chain. 

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 
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What technologies are behind your MedTech and Pharma solutions?

We work with RPA, NLP and NLG: In the area of RPA (Robotic Process Automation), we work both 
with standardized robots produced by other suppliers and with robots written by us. With the 
standard products, it is possible for the robots to digitally imitate standardized work steps on the 
computer by learning from the actions of humans. Among other things, this is often used in ac-
counting, as up to 90 percent of this area can be automated due to many standardized processes. 
This is precisely the basis of our work when it comes to reducing redundant work. Our AI applica-
tions are mainly used in Medical & Clinical Affairs, Quality Management and Regulatory Affairs, as 
well as in R&D. 

At lexoro, we distinguish between classic and intelligent automation. Classic automation is cover-
ed by RPA, while intelligent automation not only searches texts, but also has to extract specific 
data from their content or understand contexts. For this we use our AI technologies NLP (Natural 
Language Processing) and NLG (Natural Language Generation). We use NLP essentially for un-
derstanding texts by training machines based on data. In this way, for example, after receiving a 
complaint from a medtech supplier, the machines can decide for themselves whether or not it is 
reportable according to MDR. Even though some of the decisions require support from a human‘s 
expertise, the number of FTEs needed to do all the work is significantly reduced. 

By using NLG, our applications are able to generate fact-based texts. The focus is also on traceabi-
lity, so that, on the one hand, no incorrect information ends up in dossiers and, on the other hand, 
everything remains meticulously traceable. Although this is not yet Explainable AI, it is already 
moving in this direction. 

What opportunities will the healthcare sector have in the next few years through the use of 
AI-based applications?

Due to the fact that there is a massive shortage of skilled workers across industries and it is dif-
ficult to recruit qualified experts, the automation of processes will represent an enormous op-
portunity. If you take the field of quality assurance, for example, you are confronted with a high 
level of complexity that requires a great understanding of processes and the idea of quality. These 
days, there aren‘t many employees who can do that - it starts with writing SOPs, which are a huge 
amount of work and have to be rewritten every time a change is made. The regulatory burden 
in the industries is not decreasing, but increasing. As a result, you have an increase in regulatory 
workload on the one hand and a reduction in skilled workers on the other, which means compa-
nies have to automate processes. In addition, many products are already no longer competitive 
on the market without automation. At the moment, we are assuming an average automation rate 
of 50-70% along the value chains within Quality, Regulatory, Clinical for the next five years. It will 
certainly be possible to increase this along the improvement of data and models.

What top 3 challenges do you see with regard to AI applications in MedTech & Pharma?

Pharmaceutical companies are very open to AI, while the medical technology sector is much more 
cautious. One of the reasons for this is that the use of AI must first be understood, audited and 
approved by authorities / notified bodies. Many companies are still having a hard time with this, as 
there are also few concrete rules for this so far.

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 
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The three biggest challenges from my perspective are data, regulatory frameworks and people. 
In many companies, people are only now beginning to understand the issue of data as a basis 
and thus to create the foundation for some AI applications in the first place. The data basis must 
be set up in such a way that something can be learned from it, which unfortunately is not yet the 
case in many cases. Often, people still work with Excel without a uniform approach, so that it is 
very difficult or not possible to merge the different data bases. In the future, a lot will also have to 
be worked out in the area of regulation, as there is no clear set of rules or specifications. The last 
challenge I see is the people who are to work with AI. There is still a widespread misconception 
that the use of AI endangers jobs - but this is not true. AI is capable of processing narrowly defined 
areas precisely and reliably, but it cannot yet keep up with the ability of humans to evaluate, mer-
ge and interpret or evaluate various sources of information. That‘s why we have to keep doing an 
immense amount of convincing and prove with success stories and references that this is the only 
way it can work.

In which medical or pharmaceutical areas do you see the greatest potential / development 
opportunities and readiness for use in the context of AI applications?

For us as a company, we see potential wherever a lot of work is done with text, information and 
data. So primarily in the areas of regulatory, quality and R&D. There are many areas here where 
there is a desperate need for employees whose work is often still done manually. Here we see 
great potential for automation and relief. According to a recent Bitcom finding, only 15 percent 
of companies in Germany are using AI so far. That is a clear minority. However, the majority of 
companies that already work with AI only use one to two modules on average, so there is still 
enormous potential. Some forecasts from major institutes show that an increase in productivity of 
500 percent can be expected by 2030 through the use of AI - but we are still a long way from that. 
If you look at Germany in particular and compare us with other countries, we are really far behind. 

In healthcare, we are already seeing the beginnings of a new understanding of AI. Especially in 
the diagnostic area, AI-driven systems will become a partner of the physician. There are already 
some diagnostic procedures such as ocular fundus diagnostics, the diagnosis of certain kidney 
disorders, or the analysis of MRI or CT images that are supported by AI. AI is on the rise - it may 
take another 10 to 20 years for it to reach medical practices, but that is normal and in line with the 
innovation and investment cycle. 

Another field where I see potential is therapy. Here I expect to see an increase in robotic assistance 
systems in everyday medical practice. In the next few years, there will certainly be systems that 
can perform various interventions precisely and independently, and there is no way around that. 
The question I ask myself is whether we will still be able to pay for them. In the 2010s, the topic of 
personalized medicine was a lot of hype, but if the whole thing becomes too expensive, a health-
care system can no longer afford it, and at this point we will come to a crossroads. 

If you focus on the pharmaceutical industry, you can see that new active ingredients are already 
being sought with the help of AI, proteins are being analyzed, and metabolic processes are being 
reproduced. There is still a lot to come, and a lot to be done, because the insights from this incre-
dible amount of data can only be drawn and used inadequately without the help of tools.

Artificial Intelligence in the 
Medical Technology & Pharmaceutical Industry 
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What will medicine of the future look like using AI?

In the context of pharmaceuticals, I think there will be enormous progress, especially in drug dis-
covery, as research institutes and companies gain a better understanding of protein structure. The 
targeting of substances is also currently being driven forward enormously. The background to this 
is certainly also that it takes a very long time to drive a drug from the idea to market maturity - we 
are talking here about a period of 10 to 12 years. Added to this is the enormous financial outlay until 
the drug candidate has gone through all the study phases. If this then turns out to be a failure, it 
could well mean ruin for the company. However, if we had mechanisms that could intelligently 
predict whether an active ingredient would work and automate individual processes along the 
value chain, including dossier preparation, we would increase quality, reduce errors, and speed 
up processes enormously, which would have a significant impact on the financial resources of 
pharmaceutical companies.  

In medical technology, I see IoT and the associated interaction of different product groups on the 
patient as a big topic, including the reading of data on the living object. I think that we can have 
a big impact on treatment methods and optimize them significantly. But the real added value I 
hope to see from AI in medicine is that doctors and medical staff will have more time for their pa-
tients. Everyone knows the keyword 5-minute medicine, which often means that the interaction 
between doctor and patient suffers. In everyday clinical practice, doctors spend only 40 percent 
of their time with patients, while the rest of the time is spent documenting their work. My hope 
is that medicine will become more „human-friendly“ again, that technology will take a back seat 
in a supportive way and that the doctor will have more time to take care of what an AI cannot: To 
be human, to be truly empathetic, to be there at the time that is often threatening for people - 
when they are sick. And on top of that, to create the possibility that we stay healthy longer. I think 
it would have a very positive effect on the cooperation between humans and humans, as well as 
on the cooperation between humans and machines. 

What is the craziest use case you can imagine in the future in the field of AI? 

I think there are an insane number of crazy use cases, such as a kind of tricorder from the 
Starship Enterprise that can create a comprehensive diagnosis via a simple body scan.  
But for me personally, the craziest use case would be if we could talk to a machine and it behaved 
like a human being. If you could awaken from it a kind of digital psychotherapist/doctor where 
you can‘t tell if it‘s human or machine because the social, empathic component is so advanced. 
It‘s so crazy because I think it‘s not far from the conversational competence of systems based on 
neural networks to get there, but we as humans are moving further and further away from real 
togetherness. It would be better if AI got us humans to have more real togetherness and spend 
less on social networks, metaverses, and mobile devices.

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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arcoro - at a glance
Facts 

Founding year:  2016 
Consultants:  10 
Associated experts:  530 
Locations:  Heidelberg   
 Munich

Industries 
Medical technology  
Pharmaceutical industry

Competencies 
Regulatory Affairs             
Medical / Clinical            
Quality Management    
R&D and Innovation      
Production                        
IT & Digitalisation       

Regions 

Germany 
Austria 
Switzerland 
France 
Benelux 
Nordics 
UK 
Italy 

Experts 

Regulatory Affairs:  92 
Medical / Clinical:  65 
Quality Management:  110 
R&D and Innovation:  68 
Production:  75 
IT & Digitalisation:  120

Knowledge 
Services 
(Knowledge platform)

Expertise from 530 top 
experts in various disci-
plines. Customers can 
query the knowledge 
with queries on specific 
problems and make it 
available for use. Free of 
charge. A swarm intel-
ligence that connects 
companies with external 
knowledge and gives 
individual experts in  
projects a further boost. 

•• Knowledge from 
more than 1,000  
projects

•• 24 hours request  
processing

•• Backup for existing 
project resources

•• Swarm intelligence 
with industry mark

We serve special projects 
on a temporary basis 
with selected top resour-
ces. Our consultants are 
experienced in their  
respective fields and 
have proven references 
and expertise.  
In addition to individual 
experts, we can also  
provide teams to support 
larger projects.

•• Selected Top  
Expertise

•• Europe-wide applica-
tion possibilities

•• Active integration 
into the knowledge 
network

•• Availability of best 
practices and auto-
mation tools

As publishers of the  
INNOVATION Report, we 
examine trends, technolo-
gies and market  
movements very closely. 
We work closely with 
companies, experts,  
research institutes and 
thought leaders. Our 
quarterly publications 
reach a broad readership 
and offer exciting insights 
into the future of the 
MedTech and Pharma 
industries.

••  Specialized  
publication formats  

•• more than 30,000 
readers

•• Trend studies and 
market monitors

•• Game-Changer and 
Start-Up rankings

Expert 
Services 
(Project resources)

Innovation 
Services 
(Innovation studies)

arcoro is a consulting boutique with a clear industry focus on the industries of medical 
technology and harmaceuticals. We see ourselves as a link between people, experts, 
companies and trends. Focused on a common goal: the successful management of 
a wide range of tasks related to topics such as regulatory affairs, clinical trials, quality 
management, R&D, production and IT.

With more than 530 top experts, we help companies to master current market chal-
lenges. Faster product cycles, increasing pressure to innovate, complex digitalization 
and increasing regulatory requirements. With our expertise from thousands of pro-
jects and a high demand for speed and quality, we strengthen projects with resources, 
knowledge and experience.  
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arcoro PROJECTS 
Our focus is on the precise placement and staffing of freelancers in projects from the medical 
technology or pharmaceutical industry. In the following we would like to present you a reference 
project from our portfolio to give you an insight into possible project tasks. If you have any ques-
tions or would like to talk to us personally, please feel free to contact us and we will arrange an 
appointment as soon as possible. 

COMPANY WEBSITE 

Our client is a medium-sized IT company specializing in Pharma and MedTech looking for free-
lance support in optimizing and automating software development processes.

FIELD OF EXPERTISE & DURATION WEBSITE 

Area: IT (DevOps) / 8 – 10 months 

TASK BRIEFING WEBSITE 

• Interface between software development and system operation
• Design and development of tools for optimization and automation of software development 

processes (build pipeline, etc.)
• Configuration and configuration management & deployment optimization
• Analysis of defects and incidents along various deployment stages
• Design, development, maintenance and administration of systems and software in theb-

connection of Development and IT Operations, as well as Elastic Search Clusters and applica-
tions using the Elastic Stack

• Supporting developers/testers in improving stability, monitoring and supportability of software 
and infrastructure (cloud & on-premise, Kubernetes/Docker)

• Participate in the selection of technologies used in SW development and feasibility testing. 

Your contact person  
for project inquiries:

Samuel Mesfin  
mesfin@arcoro.de
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Expert Talk 
The dynamics and progressiveness within the medical technology & pharmaceutical industry is 
not only exciting to observe, but also offers numerous opportunities to actively accompany chan-
ges and new developments. For this reason, we would like to offer you exciting insights into the 
perspective of highly specialized experts in the Expert Talk section. Get involved in a change of 
perspective from the field and learn more about challenges, untapped potentials and innovation 
areas of AI in medicine! 

Name: Prof. Dr. Peter Hahn  
Company / Clinic: Vulpius Klinik   
Industry experience: Medical Director & Consultant Digital 
Health, AI 
Field of expertise: Hand Surgery, Digital Health, Artificial 
Intelligence in Medicine 
In the clinic since: 2002

As an expert, how do you view the innovation and development surrounding the use of AI in 
the healthcare sector?

Fundamentally positive. I believe that we need AI for the future in order to keep the healthca-
re system functioning at all. Population trends are leading to a shortage of personnel. Tech-
nology will open up new possibilities and ways of looking at diseases in all medical fields.  
If you look at Germany in an international comparison, you quickly see that we have a lot of 
catching up to do. In my opinion, the main problem here is the General Data Protection Regula-
tion (DSGVO), which hinders progress and innovation. If you look at Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania or 
Denmark, you quickly see that these countries are already much further ahead with digitization in 
medicine. It is to be hoped that we can close this gap. 

What challenges do you see on the market as a result of the use of artificial intelligence in 
medicine? 

I see various challenges here. On the one hand, digitization in general, which requires a radical 
rethink. What is currently often regarded as digitization, namely scanning forms, is not digitizati-
on. Digitization means collecting data primarily digitally. This requires new media, such as patient 
portals, interfaces and digital collection of all data.

AI is based on data. Without data, there is no AI. Data collection must be structured and qualified. 
This is the only way to ensure that it can be used in the further course. The collection of data is 
made more difficult by the DSGVO in Germany.

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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I see the „silo thinking“ of users as another challenge in the context of AI. Everyone is convinced of 
their way of working and does not want to deviate from it. Therefore, there are often different pro-
cesses within a hospital for the same activity. These processes need to be unified. At our hospital, 
we have assistants who rotate between departments during their training. In each department, 
for example, dictation, correction and approval of doctors‘ letters is regulated differently. This ma-
kes the work more difficult and increases the effort. With these different processes, digitization 
and AI are not possible. This is also where I see my task in the coming years. Processes must be 
standardized to save unnecessary additional work. And this will create a uniform data basis, which 
will then form the basis for AI applications.

What is your view of the whole regulatory issue and the pressure it is exerting?

The issues are data protection, ethics and bias. Data protection is viewed much more scrupu-
lously in Germany than in other European countries. The DSGVO or GDPR is uniform throughout 
Europe. With electronic patient records, there are two conflicting procedures. Opt-in, the patient 
must actively regulate the filling of the file and access.  Opt-out, the file is filled unless the patient 
objects. Opt-in currently applies in Germany. However, the coalition agreement of December 2021 
provides for opt-in in the future. This is opposed by data protection experts with reference to the 
GDPR.  Other countries, such as Austria, Estonia and parts of Spain, have already opted out of the 
same GDPR.

Big data is the prerequisite for training an AI. Here you can see a development that should not be 
underestimated. Big corporations like Apple, Microsoft and Google have big data assets. They are 
buying up hospitals and hospital groups right now, collecting data internationally on retinascan 
for diabetes, for example. They use the data thus obtained to train AI and achieve very good re-
sults. With this knowledge, they could offer an alternative model to our health insurance compa-
nies in a few years. With a monthly subscription to Google or Apple, for example, you can store, 
collect, monitor and evaluate your own disease data using AI. Of course, the AI then immediately 
recommends the appropriate doctor or healthcare provider to the patient. The large corporations 
are not interested in our GDPR, they use the GDPR of the USA or another country. On the other 
hand, they already receive data voluntarily from many users.

This brings us directly to the issue of bias. It is not simply possible to transfer an AI based on data 
from America, for example, to Germany or other countries. In different countries, the differences in 
the data basis can be large without being apparent at first glance. Even within Europe, the trans-
fer of AI systems can lead to distortions. 

What opportunities do you see through AI in medicine? Where do you see the greatest poten-
tial and assertiveness of AI?

Currently, AI is leading the way in imaging and is therefore being used specifically in the fields 
of radiology, pathology and dermatology. Other important topics is language processing: natu-
ral language processing (NLP). This could be used, for example, to autonomously collect medical 
histories with AI and have documents evaluated. Many patients currently still come to the doctor 
with a stack of paper documents. If all documents are available digitally, the AI can analyze the do-
cuments and provide direction for further measures (diagnosis, therapy). The possible interaction 
of medications can also be a goal of AI. In pharmacy, there are interesting developments of fully 
automated generation of new drugs. AI can create active ingredients that are specifically adapted 
to the patient. 

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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In your opinion, what criteria are crucial for integrating AI technologies into everyday medical 
practice?

The will of those involved seems to me to be rather low in the medical field at the moment. On the 
one hand, there is a lack of EDP knowledge as well as an understanding of AI and the advantages 
of automation in general. I have the feeling that AI is still seen as something mystical by both older 
but also younger colleagues. There is a lack of basic understanding of its function and limitations. 
Therefore, the adaptation of processes also stagnates because the added value does not seem 
obvious. I see creating an understanding of how AI works as an essential basic prerequisite. 

What does medicine of the future look like to you? 

We are facing a shortage of personnel in both the medical and nursing professions. On the one 
hand, there are too few specialists coming in. On the other hand, the new generation is no longer 
willing to work 100% and more, keyword: work-life-balance. For this reason, AI will have to take over 
routine tasks in order to relieve doctors and nursing staff. In structurally weaker regions, it will have 
to be used to a greater extent. This can already be seen in countries with a low density of patholo-
gists, such as Africa. There, AI is being used for early detection of cervical cancer.  A trained lay hel-
per takes a photo of the cervix. This paw is then evaluated by AI. There are also signs of a medical 
shortage in parts of Germany. Here I can imagine that artificial intelligence will soon become the 
norm. In portal clinics, for example, basic diagnostics (X-ray, CT) can be performed in the event of 
accidents. The AI evaluates this data and decides how to proceed with the patient. Does he have 
to go to a central clinic or can he be treated by a specialist on site the next day. I also hope that the 
medicine of the future will use AI for prevention. However, prevention ultimately depends on the 
patient‘s will to implement it.

What business/everyday processes can be leveraged by AI technology use in clinics and hospi-
tals in the future?

One point is text processing, NLP to extract important information directly from large files. Ki can 
put the various information, images, findings, lab, ECG, etc. into an overarching context. Simple 
processes such as report generation, nursing documentation and physician letter writing can be 
automated. 

Potential medication interactions can be avoided through AI. Some patients have long medicati-
on schedules, and I am sure that there are sometimes dangerous interactions between the indivi-
dual drugs. However, there are already some initial approaches here.

As mentioned before, imaging is a domain of AI. There are approaches in which doctors and ma-
chines work together and complement each other One example is the evaluation of mammo-
grams for the early detection of breast cancer. AI and doctors working together leads to better 
results than AI and doctor working in isolation.

Another interesting area is aligning treatments with best practices such as guidelines. Physicians 
often have extensive specialties and I don‘t know ANYONE who has all the guidelines in mind 
when doing this. You know the direction but not all the details. If, for example, a patient‘s text and 
lab data were now entered into the system during treatment, the AI could automatically check the 
guidelines and point out any deviations. But the final decision remains with the doctor.

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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AI is also able to recognize structures within data that humans cannot see. An interesting example 
from hand surgery is sonography of the median nerve in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). The classic 
procedure is to measure the conduction velocity. However, one can also form an index from the 
nerve cross-section at two different locations by sonography. This gives an indication of KTS. If one 
leaves the evaluation of the sonography to the AI, this also works very well. The AI does not use the 
cross-section of the nerves, but focuses on the structures of the surrounding tissue of the nerves. 
The view of the AI is different. There are many examples of this. This different view can then chan-
ge the way we look at things.

What represents for you the craziest use case that could be a reality in the future (within the 
next 10 years)?

„Prediction is very difficult, especially if it‘s about the future!“ once said Niels Bohr. I was recent-
ly at the Eugen Münch Award ceremony. There, I was impressed by an app, Guardio Health. A 
smartphone records the movements of the heart and calculates a 6-lead ECG from it. I found it 
fascinating because motion data is transformed into electrical data.  Who knows what kinds of 
transformations await us in the next few years. It just shows how much potential there is. 

Another example is research on early detection of diabetes using AI-assisted diagnostics of the 
back of the eye (retina scan). However, this first requires pupil dilation and the use of a special ca-
mera. New methods photograph the eye from the front and can achieve similar precision to a reti-
na scan using Deep Learning. Many things are just evolving through which you can get new ways 
of seeing or transform data in new ways.  That‘s why it‘s hard to say what use cases might emerge 
in 10 years. Just look at the possibilities of ChatGPT, which is currently causing a stir in the media.

Artificial Intelligence in the 
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General Innovation Talk   
Numerous and multifaceted innovation topics are characteristic of the medical technology and 
pharmaceutical industries, which is why we have made it our business to exchange ideas with 
innovation experts in their fields and thus gain insights into individual, highly specific areas. This 
enables us not only to get to know sub-areas of the pharmaceutical and medical technology in-
dustries and to uncover their potential, but also to identify fundamental challenges, cardinal er-
rors and trends on a national and international level. In the current issue, we were able to win Mr. 
Florian Neumeier for an in-depth interview and are pleased to share his perspective on current 
innovation events with you. 

Name: Florian Neumeier  
Company: M3i Industrie-in-Klinik-Plattform 
Field of expertise: Artificial Intelligence in medical techno-
logy 
Job role: Teamleader MxDB Digital Biobank  
In the company since: 2018

As an expert, how do you view innovation and development around the use of AI in the health-
care sector?

The medical technology industry and also many practicing physicians have a conservative attitu-
de. My impression is that some of the doctors are even afraid that the use of AI could put them 
out of a job. On the one hand, we are technically far away from this and on the other hand, this 
scenario would be impossible in critical areas such as medical treatment simply because of regu-
lations. Nevertheless, we are beginning to see that awareness of the benefits of AI is increasing 
and people are coming to understand the subject better. I recently saw a study in which the majo-
rity of patients agree and would approve of treatment with AI. I find this development impressive 
and also very good. Manufacturers, patients and especially the user must understand that the 
use of AI in medicine is not about replacing doctors, but about supporting and relieving them in 
diagnostics and analysis. This is the only way we can develop AI applications that really move us 
forward as a society. 

The increasing knowledge and importance of the technology is also reflected in the fact that there 
are only a few companies in medical technology that have not yet recognized the potential of AI. 
According to a list from the FDA, there are now over 500 AI-based medical devices approved in the 
US. It is also astonishing that the first AI medical application was approved in 1995 and we still see 
AI as something new, even though we are already in the middle of it!
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What challenges do you see in the market as a result of the use of artificial intelligence in me-
dical technology? 

The most discussed challenge is probably regulatory. As an innovation, there were and still are few 
blueprints for the development and validation of AI in compliance with regulations. Many white 
papers from the FDA, the European Commission, and federal government have contained only 
broad guidelines and very little in the way of concrete recommendations for action. DIN standards 
and detailed instructions such as the EU AI Act are currently still in the works. As exhausting and 
chaotic as all this may seem at first glance, I see regulation as very important. If the development 
is well planned from the beginning and a special focus is placed on safety in the application and 
this is also tested in a realistic environment, we have always had good experience with the relevant 
authorities. Companies should therefore not wait until concrete development recommendations 
come along, such as the EU AI Act. In the end, these are mostly just additions to already existing 
guidelines. Personally, I am bothered by the sometimes very hesitant investment in AI by some 
established companies. I would like to see more vision and risk-taking here. 

A major challenge in licensing is the coordination between the individual departments. Many 
development steps, such as data collection and data annotation, must already meet certain regu-
latory standards. If this is recognized too late, it can lead to significant additional costs. Especially 
in large companies, there are many different contacts who should definitely communicate with 
each other at an early stage, such as Regulatory Affairs, Clinical Affairs, Project Managers and Data 
Scientists. All stakeholders should definitely be involved and feasible implementation options and 
argumentation for approval according to MDR or FDA must be sought together.

The acquisition of suitable clinical data is also a major challenge. It is particularly important to 
ensure high quality here. In my first AI projects, it was initially surprising how little data is actually 
needed to achieve good results when high-quality data is used. The point is to achieve high and 
realistic quality data in order to be able to develop robust AI. Many projects end up failing becau-
se clinical data is often not stored in a structured way in clinical practice, making the cost factor 
of collecting the data quickly costly. Unstructured acquisition also often leads to problems with 
regulatory approval. 

Lastly, the issue of ethics also presents a hurdle. For example, this becomes clear when an AI pro-
duct is to be developed and data from a prospective study is needed to train the AI, but this would 
mean an increased radiation dose for patients participating in the study. This would, of course, be 
ethically unacceptable. It is therefore important to consider early on: What data do we need for 
development? Will these be included as standard in clinical practice? Are there negative conse-
quences for the study participants if they participate in the study compared to the standard of 
care? Project groups should consider in advance whether the collection of data is at all ethically 
defensible in reality and whether there might not be other development approaches that would 
simplify data collection. 
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From your perspective, which trends are currently most noticeable in this context?

At the moment, we are seeing great progress with AI in radiology and pathology, as many proces-
ses are standardized here. In the long term, AI will certainly establish itself very broadly in most 
medical areas, there will be no way around it. Due to the many imaging systems in medicine, 
huge amounts of images and videos are already being produced today, and this will certainly 
not decrease in the future. There is so much information in the data that doctors are already only 
partially able to interpret. AI is incredibly good at recognizing structures in large amounts of data. 
The trend that AI is helping to support is ultimately to relieve the burden on physicians in their 
administrative and interpretive activities. The goal is for AI to pre-process and prepare data in such 
a way that physicians can quickly and reliably arrive at medical results, while investing the focus 
and time gained in more people-oriented and empathetic work. 

How do you see Germany positioned as a possible innovator in the market?

I would like to come back to the regulatory topic, especially the approval. In terms of approval, the 
FDA is very transparent, unlike the MDR. When preparing and submitting the necessary approval 
documents, in the U.S. you can see summaries of previous approvals from other manufacturers to 
better understand and comprehend the requirements and structure - I think that is missing in the 
European market. The MDR is very closed to the outside world and manufacturers have to rely on 
data from private initiatives such as AI-for-radiology, which is painstakingly gathered via market 
surveys. This could also be a reason why the U.S. market and its patients are more amenable to 
new AI products and why some manufacturers prioritize U.S. approval first. 

In general, innovations such as AI technologies also represent a major investment that requires a 
good strategy and reliable data. This is not about developing a single AI product, but much more 
about collecting data in a structured way and continuously enriching it with more data. This can 
also mean that a structural change needs to be made in the company in order to focus more on 
data in the future. In Germany, however, many medium-sized medical technology companies are 
still pursuing a conservative and classic strategy and are afraid to take the risk of breaking new 
ground. In the U.S. in particular, I see a greater commitment and willingness to take risks. 

In your opinion, what is the most widespread misconception or cardinal error associated with 
the use of artificial intelligence in the healthcare sector?

On the one hand, the misconception that the use of AI in medical technology could result in the 
loss of doctors‘ jobs. That is not the intention - on the contrary, AI is intended to help doctors make 
their work more precise and reproducible. In the case of doctors, the focus should once again be 
more on the patient instead of spending hours on documentation and evaluations. 

Another cardinal error is underestimating the effort and duration of data collection. Collecting 
the desired raw data can be very time-consuming, and its further processing especially so. If the 
data collection is not planned consistently, the result is usually a big chaos and higher costs to 
repair the resulting deficiencies. Unfortunately, errors are often only noticed towards the end of 
the project, when the feedback from the authorities arrives. Data is the basis for every AI, so the 
acquisition of this data should definitely be planned thoroughly. 
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Deep Dive 
Innovations in medical technology and the pharmaceutical industry in general are driven by tech-
nological advances. Dynamic markets that determine the health and lives of people require con-
tinuous optimization and making the impossible possible! In our „Deep Dive“ category, we are 
dedicated to successful and innovative key technologies that are in context with the use of arti-
ficial intelligence. We offer you insights into different areas of application, explain how they work 
and refer to companies that use the technology. Are you familiar with the key technologies of AI? 
Compact and aggregated. Learn more now and stay up-to-date.   

1. Off target identification using DiscoveryEngine technology

The use of artificial intelligence in the healthcare industry is increa-
singly proving to be a lucrative technology by reducing the R&D gap 
in the drug manufacturing process and facilitating the targeted pro-
duction of drugs. In drug discovery, AI helps solve complex challen-
ges and problems in the development process through machine-si-
mulated human intelligence. 

In drug development, it is not uncommon for manufactured com-
pounds not to do what researchers expected. A large number of 
new drug candidates in the testing phase fail clinical trials due to 
undesirable and potentially harmful side effects. This results in not 
only scientific risk, but also significant economic risk. 

DiscoveryEngine technology assists researchers in drug discovery by 
screening hundreds of thousands of proteins and existing drugs for 
associations and off-targets. It does this by using a future-changing 
combination of 3D protein structure data and AI technology. Infor-
mation about the nature of various proteins in the human body, as 
well as information from viruses or other pathogens, is used to ext-
ract knowledge of how proteins interact with already known drugs 
and other small molecule compounds. Based on AI and smart al-
gorithms, the software searches for matching compounds between 
the respective proteins and active ingredients among the candida-
tes available in the database. 

The technology provides unprecedented accuracy in mapping 
drug-target complexes. To optimize the prediction of binding site 
similarities, the technology uses both a geometric comparison of 
binding sites based on local alignments and incorporates non-co-
valent interactions. The technology, which has been continuously 
improved in the past, has found application in repositioning already 
known drugs for new targets against, for example, cancer or malaria. 

To find off-targets, the technology proceeds in three steps: (1) analysis of the binding sites to cha-
racterize their geometry in atomic detail, (2) performing an interaction analysis to detect non- 

 
INNOVATIVE APPROACH

• Company:  
PharmaAI (Spin-off TU 
Dresden) 

• Technolgy:  
DiscoveryEngine tech-
nology 

• Technological basis: 
Artificial Intelligence 
& 3D Protein Structure 
Data 

•    Field of application: 
Off-Target Identification 
in Drug Discovery  
 
Analysis of protein struc-
ture data 

•   Advantages:   
Detail in the visualizati-
on of drug-target com-
plexes 
 
Binding site analysis   
 
Prediction of novel drug 
target scaffolds 
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tein-lingand complexes 
into unique fingerprints 

•   Website: 
www.pharm.ai
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covalent interactions and finally (3) a calculation of unique fingerprints. The uniqueness of the 
technology is that geometric binding site properties and non-covalent interaction patterns are 
used, making it possible to generalize ligand binding. By translating protein-ligand complexes 
into individual fingerprints, there is the possibility to quickly calculate similarities between ar-
bitrary chemical libraries and thus ultimately predict novel compounds as well as use them for 
predicting potential off-targets.

2. AI assisted image construction technology

Deep learning technologies are increasingly being used in medical 
technology to accelerate processes and improve patient outcomes. 
AI is also becoming increasingly important in the field of radiology in 
the context of computed tomography and magnetic resonance ima-
ging. A new Deep Learning technology is expected to assist in the 
reconstruction of clinical images in the future and promises faster 
and better-resolved MRI scans. Until now, image qualities have been 
determined by the interplay of scan duration, image noise, and reso-
lution. Until now, improving any one component resulted in the com-
promise of another.

Innovative deep-learning technology now promises to have solved 
this problem: In the future, physicians should be able to select a much 
faster scan time that maintains identical resolution while reducing 
noise. Alternatively, the image quality can be further increased while 
keeping the scan time unchanged. 

The technology used for this purpose works with the raw data of the 
scanner, which makes it possible to apply the AI algorithms already 
from the start of the image reconstruction. Using the raw data at 
such an early stage offers great potential, as the Deep Resolve algo-
rithms are able to accelerate the scan time by up to 70 percent while 
doubling the resolution. Overall, Deep Resolve technology contribu-
tes to increased workflow efficiency and comfort in the examination 
process for patients. Based on thousands of curative data pairs re-
sulting from accelerated and unaccelerated scans as well as higher 
and lower resolution image pairs, the algorithm has been trained and 
optimized. In addition, the system uses individual noise maps for each scan, which help the algo-
rithm identify areas in the final image that may be more affected by noise in order to precisely 
remove them and thus produce an image with greatly reduced noise. 

The technology works with a total of 3 modules that focus on optimizing each compo-
nent. (1) The Deep Resolve Gain is able to improve the signal-to-noise ratio with unch-
anged measurement time. This involves identifying local noise differences in the ac-
quired MRI data and removing them using an iterative process. (2) Deep Resolve Boost 
technology reconstructs images from raw data, enabling accelerated image acquisition through 
high signal-to-noise ratio scans. (3) Deep Resolve Sharp uses a deep learning reconstruction  
algorithm to improve image quality by increasing sharpness. Training is performed on high- 
resolution MR data, allowing the neural network to produce sharp images from low-resolution 
data. 

 
INNOVATIVE APPROACH

• Company:  
Siemens Healthineers 
AG  

• Technology:  
Deep Resolve  

• Technological basis:  
Deep learning algorith-
ms 

• Field of application: 
MR Scans  
– all body regions 

• Advantages: 
Faster scan time 
 
Higher resolution  
 
Improved image quality 
 
High precision 

•   Website: 
www.siemens-he-
althineers.com
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In addition, another advantage of the technology is that it can be applied to all regions of the 
body and thus can be used in almost any diagnostic procedure using MRI. To ensure diagnostic 
value and image quality, the system automatically initiates mandatory data consistency analysis 
throughout the image reconstruction process. 

3. Innovatives KI-gestütztes bionisches Bein 

In Germany, there are between 60,000 and 80,000 amputations per year, with an upward trend. In 
a European comparison, Germany is at the top of the list. According to documentation, the most 
common amputations are hand and finger amputations, followed by forearm and lower leg am-
putations. Only about 10% are considered macroamputations, which 
involve the severing of the entire leg or arm. If a link in the body is 
missing, affected persons are confronted with major limitations that 
can already be largely compensated for by various designs of pro-
stheses. A newly developed AI-assisted prosthetic leg now promises 
unprecedented success. 

A bionic leg based on a combination of motors, processors and arti-
ficial intelligence is expected to provide sufferers with strength and 
mobility in the future so that they no longer have to compensate for 
the lack of support using their healthy, functional leg and upper body. 

The technology behind the Utah Bionic Leg is similar in function to a 
muscle cell in the nervous system of the leg. With the help of special-
ly developed force and torque sensors, as well as accelerometers and 
gyroscopes, it is possible to determine the position of the bionic leg 
in space. To implement the movement of the prosthetic joints, the 
sensors are networked with a computer chip that relays the sensor 
input in real time. Based on the real-time data, the leg provides pow-
er to the individual motors in the joints, allowing them to assist with 
standing up, walking, climbing stairs or avoiding obstacles. 

The prosthesis‘s AI-powered transmission system provides the link 
between the electric motors and the robotic joints, able to adapt the 
behavior and response of the joints for each activity. This allows pati-
ents to intuitively and effectively control their prosthetic leg as if it were an intact limb, even over 
a longer period of time, thanks to the robotic knee, ankle and toe joints. 

The innovative prosthesis also benefits from its weight: at just six pounds, it is half the weight of 
the next lightest bionic leg available on the market. This makes them easier to use on a day-to-day 
basis and requires less energy to keep the prosthesis attached to the user‘s residual limb. 

The University of Utah and Ottobock are currently collaborating to develop a state-of-the-art motion 
analysis system that will include a force-measuring staircase and treadmill, as well as 3D motion cap-
ture cameras and other instruments. This will further explore the utility of the Utah Bionic Leg for users 
and pave the way for future improvements.

 
INNOVATIVE APPROACH

• Research institute/  
company:  
University of Utah, 
Ottobock SE & Co. KGaA 

• Field of application 
Prosthetics (transtibial 
prostheses) 

•   Advantages: 
Intuitive and efficient 
control (even over a long 
period of time)  
 
Light weight  
 
Real-time data use 

• Website: 
www.ottobock.com
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Technology match 
The medical technology as well as the pharmaceutical industry are confronted with many chal-
lenges due to the strictly regulated requirements of each individual process step in the context of 
registration up to the market launch of new products or drugs. Both in the pre-market (e.g. clini-
cal evaluation or benefit assessment) and in the post-market phase (e.g. post-market surveillance 
or pharmacovigilance), the required processes in both industries build on an essential-important 
foundation of relevant data and information.

A mandatory process for pharmaceutical products is the product- and process-related assessment 
using PQR in accordance with cGMP requirements. The mandatory assessment is intended to en-
sure that the products distributed on the market have been manufactured and verified on a per-
manent basis in accordance with specified quality, safety and efficacy standards. This is to ensure 
that patients receive effective and high-quality medicines. Taking into account all relevant data 
and applying appropriate statistical tools, prospective process control can be used to predict the 
likelihood of out-of-specification results and identify all kinds of negative as well as positive trends. 

One way to optimize the PQR is to automate data transfer processes using a combination of RPA 
technology NLG. The advantages of the solution are 100% error-free transmission, a high level of 
time savings, and an increased level of automation.

Artificial intelligence and automation of processes play an ever-increasing role in medical tech-
nology as well as in the pharmaceutical industry. The techniques used for the AI application are 
Natural Language Generation (NLG), which is used to generate language for various purposes, and 
a specific crawler technology based on RPA, which searches the databases for relevant data and 
information in order to automatically generate standardized lists from these for further use.

NLG helps create documents, dossiers, or other content based on predefined text concepts th-
rough deep learning models for the specific, individual purpose. Trained AI models, after imple-
menting different content templates and schemas, classify the corresponding data sets and add 
words, phrases or word patterns to the project-specific lexicon. Usually, several NLG techniques are 
required to generate complete dossiers or regulatory documents. lexoro offers predefined libraries 
and lexicons for specific regulatory process documents.

In the context of crawler technology using RPA, it is important to define clearly defined search 
queries, search strategies and the databases to be searched (BfArM, FDA, MAUDE, ANSM, and 
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lexoro expert opinion:

„Automating the creation of PQRs or PQR reviews relieves departments of 
manual tasks and ensures high quality in the creation process. The level of 
automation is typically over 70% with a project that can be implemented in 
three months. “ 

Daniel Kapfer  
Co-CEO  
kapfer@lexoro.ai

AEMPS) for the automated database query in advance according to the purpose. This can transform 
a traditional, serial, and highly time-consuming database query into an automated, time-saving pro-
cess that helps optimize medical device and/or pharmaceutical product surveillance. 

Here‘s what experts have to say about the use and benefits of NLG & RPA technology:

Are you looking for AI automation solutions for your company? lexoro can help 
you develop and implement customized solutions. We would be happy to de-
monstrate future use cases where lexoro has already successfully developed 
and implemented solutions to problems. Feel free to take a look at the website 
at www.lexoro.ai and explore more future-changing and cost-saving IT automa-
tion solutions, as well as other benefits.

http://www.lexoro.ai
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Trend radar  
Hardly any other industry has more annual patent applications than the medical technology and 
pharmaceutical industries. In 2021, the European Patent Office (EPO) achieved a record of 188,600 
patent applications - including a total of 15,321 medical and 9,026 pharmaceutical patents. Dynamism 
and pressure to innovate despite heavy regulation and lengthy approval processes. Driven by trends 
such as digitization and automation of processes, as well as the use of artificial intelligence, the need 
for specific expertise to continuously optimize research & development is increasing.

In order to be able to muster the necessary knowledge portfolio and expertise to meet the challenges 
and changes in the market, more and more companies are advocating collaboration with freelance 
experts. Since internal resources are often insufficient to meet specific requirements and implement 
innovative ideas, the use of freelancers from the respective specialist areas for a temporarily limited 
project period offers many advantages: optimum coverage of requirements, rapid availability, speci-
alist expertise and cross-company experience. The use of interim models contributes to greater flexi-
bility and optimal use of resources, while the company‘s own employees can continue to concentrate 
and focus on their areas of expertise.
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The interim model as a guarantor of success - but which skills are of particular importance in to-
day‘s dynamic project business? We have investigated this question in a nationwide survey of fre-
elance experts from the MedTech and pharmaceutical industry and have obtained exciting results.  
 
Due to the changes in the market and the increased complexity of innovative medical products and 
devices, the requirement profiles placed on freelancers are also changing. The top 5 skills required 
for a successful project business include communication skills, flexibility, problem-solving ability, a 
high willingness to learn and a continuous interest in further education in the field as well as a high 
degree of self-motivation and initiative. 

The last few years - marked by the pandemic - have generally brought many changes and challen-
ges. Freelancers agree that as a result, the topic of crisis management has also become more im-
portant, which is why it is essential that freelancers consolidate this skill and pursue goal-oriented, 
strategic and economic action regardless of the situation and the pressure that comes with it. In ad-
dition, the changes demand not only flexibility but also a high degree of adaptability, which means 
that freelancers are constantly having to adjust and adapt to new companies and teams, as well as 
tasks and approaches, in order to be able to perform their work satisfactorily. 

New Work models have not only changed the daily work routine of permanent employees, but also 
have an impact on the work of freelancers. Remote work and flexible working time models demand 
a high degree of self-management, reliability and discipline, which is why these skills are also essen-
tial for interim management, both now and in the future. What is surprising, however, is that IT skills 
are ranked relatively low, even though more knowledge and expertise are supposedly needed in the 
IT sector in the age of digitalization and automation. 

Regardless of the industry, freelance experts offer an efficient way for companies to respond to 
changes quickly and in a targeted manner at short notice. The combination of years of professional 
experience, both in permanent employment and in dynamic project work, gives freelancers the 
opportunity to continuously educate themselves and stay up to date with practical relevance and 
innovative strength. 
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Challenges & prospects
Artificial intelligence solutions based on machine learning, artificial neural networks or deep le-
arning algorithms are changing the possibilities of healthcare due to their diverse fields of appli-
cation. Due to the large amount of data in the medical technology and pharmaceutical indust-
ries, AI applications are suitable for analysis, as well as for deriving patterns that are difficult or 
time-consuming for humans to realize. 

In medical technology, AI is already being used in clinical decision making, diagnostics, radiolo-
gy and imaging, pathology and orthopedics, as well as robotic-assisted surgery and long-term 
chronic disease monitoring. AI is also being used in hospital data management, aftercare ma-
nagement, and initial areas of care. In the pharmaceutical industry, intelligent systems are being 
added primarily for drug research and development, as well as for manufacturing processes. In 
this regard, the pandemic has had a positive effect on AI expansion in drug discovery, as it has 
demonstrated its efficiency and reliability in identifying and verifying existing drugs to treat Co-
vid-19. In this way, active chemicals can also be analyzed in the future to prevent or treat other viral 
diseases such as influenza or HIV. 

The advantages of AI applications clearly lie in their precision, time savings and versatility of use. 
The prerequisites for intelligent systems to reliably do their job and be trained are the availability 
and quality of data sets. 

Although AI is predestined to revolutionize industries, there are still some hurdles to overcome. In 
highly regulated markets, AI is usually classified as software as a medical device (SaaMD) and thus 
as a medical device, and must go through a corresponding certification process. In this context, an 
aggravating factor is that on April 21, 2021, the EU Commission presented the KI-VO-E, a proposal 
for a regulation to determine harmonized rules for AI, which, however, is not to come into force 
until 2026. A horizontal and thus sector-independent approach is being pursued. However, as me-
dical devices are additionally regulated by the MDR and IVDR, new developments could have a 
harder time reaching the market and innovation could be slowed down.  The AI Regulation is 
intended to standardize the placing on the market, commissioning and use of AI systems. The re-
gulation is to sit alongside the GDPR and MDR and be supplemented by an AI Liability Act, which 
will fill the gap left by the lack of individual protection in the AI Regulation and provide individuals 
who are adversely affected by an AI with an instrument under liability law.

Another challenge is to solve an ethical and moral problem in the context of AI. It happens again 
and again that algorithms act in a discriminatory and prejudiced way. This could cause great da-
mage especially in the pharmaceutical industry when it comes to developing new drugs. It is 
well known that a massive gender gap - a gender-related gap in relation to scientific data - exists, 
which often forgets or ignores women when collecting data, leaving a large part of the subsequent 
target group unrepresented with data when developing new drugs, and thus not considered and 
discriminated against by AI. To counter this problem, research groups around the world are invol-
ved in developing „explainable AI.“ This is intended to show how algorithms arrived at their final 
decisions, thus revealing the training data as well as the approach. From these insights, users will 
be able to understand the results and, if necessary, counter biased AI algorithms and decisions. 
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The healthcare sector is also faced with the challenge of the rising cost of drugs and therapies, as 
well as the resulting need for society to make corresponding, significant changes in the context. 
Since AI can only work successfully based on a large amount of available data, it often uses data 
from different database providers, access to which can incur additional costs. Clinical trials are 
generally lengthy and investment-intensive, which can make rising technology costs a restraining 
factor for market growth and innovation. 

Nevertheless, AI applications and AI platforms are proving to be viable options in both the medical 
technology and pharmaceutical industries to derive deep insights, making them perceived as a 
driving force and gamechanger. In the future, it is hoped not only to advance drug research and 
the treatment of chronic diseases, but also to enable individualized therapies or the development 
of intelligent prostheses that can be controlled purely by brain waves. The challenges that the 
market will have to take until then will certainly slow down AI innovation somewhat, but this time 
can be used to convince skeptics of the opposite in their distrust of machine learning results. Des-
pite all the hurdles, the adoption of AI and machine learning in healthcare has already brought 
numerous benefits to healthcare organizations and users. AI improves operations by streamlining 
workflows, helping with mundane tasks, and helping users quickly find answers to their pressing 
questions, resulting in better experiences for physicians, patients, and consumers.
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ABOUT arcoro
arcoro is a renowned, highly specialised HR services boutique with the visionary goal of „connec-
ting MedTech companies of the future“. To this end, we offer flexible and diverse solutions for 
medical technology companies and medical technology experts. We see ourselves as a facilitator 
of expertise and years of experience of our industry experts in companies pursuing significant, 
innovative and exciting projects in the industry. 

In doing so, we focus on different areas of expertise, covering Clinical Affairs, Regulatory Affairs, Re-
search and Development as well as Production and Quality Management. We provide companies 
with access to more than 3000 medical technology experts from our database. We offer candi-
dates new development opportunities and impulses through deployment in innovative projects 
of the future in a constantly growing environment of renowned companies with high innovative 
strength.

What drives us? Personal contact, years of expertise in the dynamic environment of the medi-
cal technology industry and the pursuit of innovation. Let‘s revolutionise medical technology to-
gether.

© arcoro GmbH

We are here for you at 2 locations!  

We will be happy to help you!

Office Munich 
arcoro GmbH 
Innere Wiener Straße 36 
81667 Munich

Tel: +49 89 2620 9940 
E-Mail: info@arcoro.de

 
Office Heidelberg 
arcoro GmbH 
Ziegelhäuser Landstraße 39  
69120 Heidelberg 
 
Tel:  +49 6221 4784 20 
E-Mail: info@arcoro.de
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